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Eau Claire Formation, Galesville Sandstone, Ironton Sandstone, and
Franconia Formation. The Davis Formation replaces the latter three
where they cannot be differentiated. The age of the Potsdam ranges from
pre-Dresbachian through Franconian. The Knox Supergroup consists in
ascending order of predominantly carbonate rocks of the Potosi Dolomite, Oneota Dolomite, Shakopee Dolomite, and Everton Dolomite. The
age of the Knox rocks ranges from Franconian through Whiterockiari.
Cambrian sedimentation in pre-Dresbachian time is poorly known and
may be restricted to fault-block basins. Terrigenous sand and mud were
deposited in peritidal and shallow subtidal, predominantly marine, environments in the early Dresbachian. By the late Dresbachian, carbonate
sand and mud, including oolite shoals, accumulated in the south, whereas
marine terrigenous sand and mud were deposited in the north. In the
Franconian, a bi-lobed delta complex, not yet well understood, dominated by terrigenous sand and mud, formed to the north, and the earlier
shallow marine environment of carbonate deposition in the south
expanded northward, so that by the end of the Franconian, pervasive carbonate deposition was extremely widespread.
The Oneota and Shakopee rocks were deposited in widespread shallow
marine environments, and the record of marine sedimentation of Everton
rocks is restricted to the southwestern part of the study area. Extensive
post-Knox erosion has greatly reduced the original distribution of the
Sauk Sequence, and rocks of the Chazyan are unconformably juxtaposed
with rocks as old as Franconian. The distribution of rocks at the top of
the Sauk and the consideration of the internal stratigraphy of the Sauk
should influence future decisions for petroleum exploration, underground gas storage, and deep-injection liquid-waste disposal.
EGGERT, DONALD L., Indiana Geol. Survey, Bloomington, IN
Thickness and Quality of Springfield Coal Member, Gibson County,
Indiana, as a Function of Differential Compaction of Precursor Sediments
The Springfield Coal Member is a time transgressive coal that formed
during the Pennsylvanian on a delta platform within the slowly subsiding
Illinois basin. In Gibson County, Indiana, the locations of the major
Galatia channel and the minor Leslie Cemetery channel were determined
by differential compaction of precursor sediments beneath this platform.
The Springfield coal is thick proximal to both channels, but proximal
to the Galatia channel it is either a low-sulfur or a high-sulfur coal. It is a
low-sulfur coal where it is underlain by a thin to moderately thick platform of shale vdth some sandstone and overlain by nonmarine shale. It is
a high-sulfur coal where it is underlain by a thick platform of fluvial sandstone and overlain by brackish to marine rocks. Distal to both channels
the coal is thin and high in sulfur. At distal locations the Springfield is
underlain by a platform of either thick bay-fill sandstone or fluvial sandstone and overlain by brackish to marine shale and limestone.
Compaction of pre-Springfield delta sediments allowed for accumulation of thicker peat along the axis of more rapid local subsidence. Compaction of muddy parts of the delta platform proximal to the Galatia
channel resulted in rapid subsidence and the deposition of nonmarine
shale over the peat. In the areas underlain by bay-fill and fluvial sandstone where compaction was less, the peat became a relatively thin and
high-sulfur coal.
Differences in coal thickness and quality in this 500 mi^ (1,300 km^)
area of Gibson County can be explained largely by differential compaction and deltaic sedimentation.
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bodies at shallow depth, sponsored a reconnaissance aeromagnetic survey along the embayment edge from Little Rock, Arkansas, to Cairo, Illinois. Magnetic anomalies that were identified then are now known to be
related to the series of buried plutons aligned along the northwestern margin of the upper Mississippi embayment graben. Later investigations
assessed the geochemistry of the more mafic parts of the Little Rock pluton.
In 1974, U.S. Geological Survey effort, along with that of other federal
agencies, state agencies, and academic institutions, was directed toward
finding the cause of ongoing seismicity in the upper embayment and
toward assessing the related potential effects on persons and property.
Aeromagnetic, gravity, seismic reflection, seismic refraction, stress-field,
surface-geologic, subsurface-geologic, geomorphic, and paleontologic
investigations were completed, and many of the results have been published.
The purpose of this poster display is to summarize the more significant
findings in this area related to (a) the rock sequence, lower crust to surface; (b) the major structural features, including a rift system; (c) the current state of stress; and (d) the present-day seismicity.
GUZAN, MICHAEL J., Sun Exploration and Production Co., Abilene,
TX, and JOHN UTGAARD, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL
Petrography and Thickness Variations of Brereton Limestone Member
(Carbondale Formation, Middle Pennsylvanian)—An Important RoofRock in Part of Illinois Basin
The thickness and lithologic character of the Brereton Limestone
Member are important factors in determining roof stability in underground mines in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal. Subsurface data from 216 electric logs or drill cores from two areas in the Illinois basin were used to
construct isopach maps and fence diagrams of the Brereton Limestone.
The Brereton Limestone is absent locally, and ranges from less than 0.1 to
19.5 ft (3 cm to 6 m) in thickness in most of the study area. Petrographic
data from 159 thin sections or acetate peels from 48 drill cores permit recognition of 12 rock types in the Brereton: skeletal, foraminiferal, and
algal hme mudstones; skeletal, sponge-spicule, and algal wackestones;
skeletal and intraclastic packstones; skeletal and intraclastic grainstones;
calcareous shale; and calcareous siltstone. All data are from two areas
with a sandstone channel dividing them.
Area I shows a general overall thickening of the Brereton toward the
sandstone channel but is characterized by mounds of lime mudstone and
wackestone, some of which are capped by grainstones, suggesting shoaling. Area II is characterized by a general thickening of the Brereton away
from the sandstone channel and generally an inverse relationship between
the thickness of the Brereton and the underlying (Energy? and Anna)
shiiles, but has a few carbonate mounds that were shoaling near the end of
Brereton deposition. Lime mudstones and wackestones predominate,
and some mound tops contain grainstones.
Thickness variations are depositional. Shallow, offshore marine Brereton facies suggest a "bank" depositional model, with irregular and local
facies and thickness changes, rather than a "basin" model, with predictable offshore-onshore facies or thickness changes. Detailed petrologic and
paleoecological analysis aimed at paleoenvironmental interpretations will
probably be necessary to predict local variations in Brereton lithologic
character and thickness in many areas.

HAKKIO, LISA B., Amoco Production Co., Houston, TX
GLICK, ERNEST E., U.S. Geol. Survey, Denver, CO
U.S. Geological Survey Investigations of Mississippi Embayment Area

Petrology, Paleoecology, and Depositional Environments of a Micritic
Limestone in Cave Hill Member of Kinkaid Formation (Mississippian,
Chesterian), Southern Illinois

Prior to about 1974, most of the work in the Mississippi embayment
area by members of the U. S. Geological Survey was motivated by interest
in the embayment's paleontologic aspects, stratigraphy, and economic
resources, especially ground water. However, an excellent description of
the effects of the New Madrid earthquake series was published on the centennial of that 1811-12 seismicity.
During World War II, combined efforts of the U.S. Geological Survey
and the U.S. Bureau of Mines produced a wealth of information about
the Little Rock pluton and the process of laterizing exposed nepheline
syenite to form bauxite. That project, in a search for additional intrusive

The Cave Hill Member of the Kinkaid Formation (Mississippian,
Chesterian) contains a skeletal-lime mud buildup that is a thin lenticular
unit which crops out in Johnson County in southern Illinois. The skeletallime mud buildup is characterized by a series of biofacies which are laterally correlatable throughout the buildup. These biofacies—the sponge
spicule biofacies, the crinoid biofacies, the Composita-Fenestella biofacies, and the Composita biofacies—represent a series of different communities. In addition, a poorly fossiliferous lime mud facies is present. In the
two lower biofacies, the sponge spicule and crinoid biofacies, the skeletal
constituents are fragmented and abraded owing to bioturbation. The
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upper biofacies, the Composita and Composita-Fenestella biofacies,
contain more distinct and well-preserved grains. Brachiopods, such as
Composita, and bryozoans, such as Fenestetla and Archimedes, are
present as whole specimens, some in life position. The thicker, upper biofacies probably accumulated as a result of the baffling action of fenestrate bryozoans.
Some of these biofacies display distinct zoning or concentration of
shelly material interpreted to be the result of intermittent storm waves
and suggesting that the depth of deposition was below normal wave base
not yet below storm wave base. The skeletal-lime mud buildup indicates
deposition on a shallow sloping shelf of the Chester sea. The quiet water
marine conditions were favorable for a localized concentration of fauna,
some of which had been abraded by bioturbation, and which were intermittently affected or concentrated by storm waves not yet largely fragmented or abraded.

HOUSEKNECHT, DAVID W., and PAUL H. WEAVERLING, Univ.
Missouri, Columbia, MO
Early Paleozoic Sedimentation in Reelfoot Rift
Analysis of subsurface data from deep tests drilled in the northern Mississippi embayment and southern Mid-Continent suggests that earliest
Paleozoic sedimentation was dominated by the tectonic evolution of the
Reelfoot rift.
Throughout most of the Mid-Continent, the Upper Cambrian
Lamotte (Mt. Simon) Sandstone rests nonconformably on Precambrian
basement and is overlain by the Bonneterre (Eau Claire) Formation.
However, in the area of the Reelfoot rift, both the Lamotte and Bonneterre grade into thick, basinal shales that locally display evidence of episodic deposition of coarse elastics, perhaps on submarine fans.
Moreover, two major sedimentary units are present beneath the
Lamotte-Bonneterre basinal facies within the Reelfoot rift. Immediately
underlying the Lamotte-Bonneterre shale is a carbonate stratum (probably dolomite) that thickens to more than 1,000 ft (300 m) along the axis of
the basin in eastern Arkansas. Underlying this carbonate is a detrital unit
that grades from arkosic sandstone near the northern terminus of the
basin to a basinal shale southward. This basinal shale is at least several
hundred feet thick near the axis of the basin. These two strata occupy the
stratigraphic position of the Conasauga (Middle Cambrian) and Rome
(Lower Cambrian) Formations of the southern Appalachians.
The axial and transverse distribution of these strata suggests that the
Reelfoot evolved as paired grabens or half grabens during the Early and
Middle Cambrian. Subsequently, the Reelfoot remained the axis for more
widespread subsidence and sedimentation throughout much of the Paleo-

HOWER, JAMES C , FAITH L. FIENE, and ERIC J. TRINKLE,
Univ. Kentucky, Lexington, KY
Association of Coal Metamorphism and Hydrothermal Mineralization in
Rough Creek Fault Zone and Fluorspar District, Western Kentucky
The ambient coal rank (metamorphism) of the Carboniferous coals in
the Western Kentucky coalfield ranges from high volatile A bituminous
(vitrinite maximum reflectance up to 0.75 % R^ax)'" t^^ Webster syncline
(Webster and southern Union Counties) to high volatile C bituminous
(0.45 to 0.60% Rmax) over most of the remainder of the area. Anomalous
patterns of metamorphism, however, have been noted in coals recovered
from cores and mines in fault blocks of the Rough Creek fault zone and
Fluorspar District.
Coals in Gil-30 borehole (Rough Creek faults, Bordley Quadrangle,
Union County) vary with no regard for vertical position, from high volatile C (0.55% Rmax) t° high volatile A (0.89% R^^,) bituminous. Examination of the upper Sturgis Formation (Missourian/VirgiUan) coals
revealed that the higher rank (generally above 0.75% R^ax) '^o^s had vein
mineral assemblages of sphalerite, twinned calcite, and ferroan dolomite.
Lower rank coals had only untwinned calcite. Several sites in Webster
County contain various coals (Well [No. 8] to Coiltown [No. 14]) with
vitrinite reflectances up to 0.83% R^j,^ and associated sphalerite mineralization. Mississippian and Lower Pennsylvanian (Caseyville Formation

Gentry coal) coals in the mineralized Fluorspar District have ranks to
nearly medium volatile bituminous (1.03% Rn,ax)- Rank varies between
fault blocks and, in places, shows unexpected vertical trends. The
regional rank trend exhibited by the fault zones is generally higher rank
than the surrounding areas. Sphalerite mineralization in itself is not
unique within Illinois basin coals, but if it was partly responsible for the
metamorphism of these coals, then the fluid temperature must have been
higher within the above mentioned fault complexes.

JACOBSON, RUSSELL J., Illinois State Geol. Survey, Champaign, IL
Stratigraphic Correlations of Seelyville, De Koven, and Davis Coals
(Dcsmoinesian) of Illinois Basin Coalfield
The Seelyville, De Koven, and Davis Coal Members (Spoon and Staunton Formations, Illinois and Indiana) or beds (Carbondale Formation,
western Kentucky) presently are considered stratigraphically separate
seams of restricted regional extent in the basin. Recent subsurface investigation reveals that the De Koven and Davis Coals are splits of the Seelyville Coal. A 170-mi-long (275-km) cross section, with an average of one
well per mile, Unks the type Seelyville of west-central Indiana with the
type Davis (Western Kentucky No. 6) and De Koven (Western Kentucky
No. 7) Coals of western Kentucky. Geophysical logs formed the basis of
the correlations. In its type area, the Seelyville Coal contains several partings of shale, one of which is fairly continuous but variable in thickness,
ranging from less than 1 in. (2.5 cm) to more than 20 ft (6 m). Southward,
this parting continues as a clastic wedge (more than 100 ft, 30 m, thick in
some places) that separates the De Koven Coal (above) from the Davis
Coal (below) in their area of outcrop in southeastern Illinois.
Knowledge that these coals are equivalent rather than separate seams
should increase understanding of previously mapped resources, and facilitate mapping of additional resources in the future.

JACOBSON, RUSSELL J., and C. BRIAN TRASK, Illinois State Geol.
Survey, Champaign, IL
New Burnside "Antichne"—Part of Fluorspar Area Fault Complex?
Field mapping in the Abbott Formation and examination of topographic lineaments in the Creal Springs, Stonefort, Eddyville, and Harrisburg Quadrangles (southeastern Illinois) reveal the New Burnside
"anticline" and its northeastern extension, the Stonefort "anticline" to be
a single, extensively faulted structure. Interpretation of this evidence also
leads to the conclusion that this is a fault-block structure rather than an
anticline. Trending northeast-southwest, the structure seems to be the
northwesternmost extent of the Fluorspar Area fault complex. We found
evidence for two episodes of faulting. The first involved northeasttrending, high-angle faults similar to those in the known Fluorspar complex to the southeast. Faults on the northeast (Stonefort "anticline") step
down toward the center of the structure, forming a graben. Vertical
movement also occurred to the southwest (New Burnside "anticline"),
but the structure in this vicinity is a horst with some blocks tilted. As with
other faults in the Fluorspar complex, horizontal slickensides are present
locally. The second episode of movement occurred along northwestsoutheast-trending strike-slip faults that offset the northeast-trending
high-angle faults. This second phase of faulting may correspond with previously reported reactivation of northwest-trending faults elsewhere in
the Fluorspar Area fault complex.

JENNINGS, JAMES R., and GEORGE H. FRAUNFELTER, Southern
Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL
Aux \fees-Renault-Yankeetown Depositional Sequence in Comparison
to Other Chesterian Depositional Sequences
The major Chesterian sandstone units from the Bethel to the Degonia
have a thick, lower progradational part. This is typically overlain by a
sequence of thin-bedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale-bearing thin, insitu coals and rooted zones wherever the underlying sandstone is thick.
Overlying these coals and rooted zones is a much thinner transgressive

